
Hybrid Computing Architecture for Arti�cial Intelligence Based onBlackboard ApproachAlexander T. Vakhitov, Oleg N. GranichinSaint Petersburg State UniversityDepartment of Mathematicsand MechanicsUniversitetsky pr. 28,198504 Saint PetersburgRussiaav38@yandex.ru,oleg_granichin@mail.ruAbstract: Architecture for hybrid computing, based on blackboard approach, is proposed to solve theproblems of arti�cial intelligence, such as: identi�cation, robot control, information retrieval. The black-board approach for collaborative computation is being generalised with a dynamical work�ow notion.This allows to �nd solutions for complex problems using di�erent methods applied to sub-problems andgeneralisation techniques.Key�Words: Stochastic systems, Nonlinear control, Learning control, Intelligent control1 IntroductionMany problems of computer science and engineer-ing still do not have a general solution, the methodto be used always where the speci�c problem ap-pears. In this case usually there exist several al-gorithms solving the problem bad in general, butused in some cases. Sometimes these are not math-ematically proven algorithms, but heuristics. Forinstance, looking for a minimal identi�cation pathto �nd an appropriate class for the object in mini-mal number of steps requires large computationale�ort and in general can be solved only by sub-optimal algorithms, each working better in someparticular case [1].Hybrid computing is being studied more andmore these years because some problems, whichare too complicated for usual von Neumann ar-chitecture, can be easily solved by hybrid com-puter (analogous [3], quantum [5], DNA-basednanocumputer [4]). Moreover, in practical applica-tions speci�c computational device is often prefer-able than such a general tool as the von Neumanncomputer. For the problems discussed in this pa-per, the von Neumann architecture is not required.Talking about a hybrid device notion, the su�-cient requirement for it in this paper is that ittakes some typeable input, and produces some ty-peable output.Blackboard approach to ill-de�ned and com-plex problems of arti�cial intelligence, modeling,

integration is being used more than 20 years indi�erent areas [2]. It is very e�cient and dynam-ical; it requires several su�ciently di�erent meth-ods for partial problem solution to collaborativelywork in common context developing the solution.However, this approach is not very �exible in con-temporary distributed multiagent computationalenviroments, such as GRID environment[6].This paper proposes an additional generalisa-tion to blackboard approach together with work-�ow notation. We de�ne well-typed descriptionlanguage based on work�ow notation and com-puting architecture for running the algorithms de-scribed in this language and propose it for usagein arti�cial intelligence. The typed problem de�n-itions allow creation of a collection of hybrid com-puting devices, each solving speci�c task. Theycollaborate by one using other for sub-problemssolution deriving from it's own problem, and byusing each other's experience while solving thesame problem. Returning to blackboard approach,we can say that several blackboards are needed forsome tasks. The hybrid devices play sometimes arole of controller, sometimes a role of knowledgesource, sometimes even contain a blackboard forrunning other devices as knowledge sources and acontroller.



2 Typed Problem and Hybrid DeviceDe�nitionsThe problem from arti�cial intelligence class canbe formulated in terms of automatic control asoptimization task. Several problems of this classwere studied using this approach [7, 8, 1], howeverit is not the only one. We consider a problem ofminimization of some cost function depending onthe observations. Typed problem consists of de�-nition of the known and unknown parameters inthe model, noise if it appears, scheme of observa-tions and the way of controlling the system, i.e.input arguments of the model.There is ierarchy of problem de�nitions, withmultiple inheritance, from generalisations to par-ticular problems.Each problem should have a collection of hy-brid devices solving it. Description of hybrid de-vice is also typed and contains the types problemsto which solution the device could be applied andthe rules for de�nition of the correspondence be-tween input and output values of the device andthe problem parameters.3 Blackboard approach and Collabo-rative ComputingLet's consider such a scheme of computations tosolve some typed problem. There is a blackboard(world model, WM) - it is a collection of knownfacts, observations, estimates which can be usedin problem solution. There are knowledge sources(KSs) - it is a set of di�erent hybrid devices, pro-viding di�erent ways to solve the problem. EachKS �nds out facts and puts them into world mod-el, using the facts already contained there. KSis a metaphore for the expert, specialist in someparticular method which can solve the problem.KS can use every fact from WM, however if thefact is some prediction then KS can choose howit trusts this fact. Sometimes there are particu-lar problems, for which the answer can be easilychecked if it suits or not, but to �nd the answeris di�cult. Such answers are perfect to be put inWM. The last part of blackboard is the controllerwhich chooses the solution from several proposedby KSs. Often when the problem requires real-time action, each KS proposes it's own variantand the controller �nds out what variant is thebest one. This decision can be based on the qual-ity of the answer provided by each KS and on thequality of the answer which controller computes

itself based on the problem de�nition only. TheKS internal work is invisible to the controller.This computation scheme is called blackboardapproach. If there is a problem that contains sev-eral ill-de�ned sub-problems, and each of themshould be solved by blackboard, or even if theyare quite simple, but we want to build moretransparent scheme of computations, the black-board approach itself is not enough. We proposeto generalise the blackboard approach and addsequential, parallel (independent), while, if-then-else constructs to be able to de�ne �ows of datafrom one device to another and the problem de-composition using the present devices.4 ConclusionAll the problems described can be solved in termsof proposed in the paper hybrid computing archi-tecture. Enabling this architecture in engineeringcan help in applications. The GRID infrasctruc-ture is proposed to be the infrastructural part ofthe multi-agent environments, and can be used asa basis for modeling of hybrid computing architec-ture. Implementation of the architecture in GRIDenvironment is one of the projects in SPRInt Labof the Saint Petersburg State University.Several questions arise. Among them are: howto estimate quality of hybrid device, how to con-trol blackboard, how to de�ne work�ow. Also,a problem of multi-agent environment, in whicheach agent solves it's own separate problem, is be-ing kept out of scope of the proposed architecture,but it seems to be somehow wrong.References:[1] Vakhitov A.T., Granichina O.A. Algorithmsof classi�cation in minimal number of steps,Stochastic methods for optimization in infor-matics, no. 2, 2006. In russian[2] D. D. Corkill Blackboard systems AI Expert,6(9), pp. 40-�47, September 1991.[3] E. Abraham, C.T. Seaton, and S.D. Smith.The optical computer. Scienti�c American,pp. 63�71, February 1983.[4] Â. Å. Kane A silicon-based nuclear spin quan-tum computer, Nature, vol. 393, no. 6681,1998.[5] D. Deutsch Quantum theory, the Church-Turing Principle and the Universal QuantumComputer Proceedings of the Royal Societyof London, Ser. A 400, pp. 97-117, 1985.
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